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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

1.

INTRODUCTION
The Priest Lake State Lessees Association (PLSLA) is an Idaho corporation whose

members comprise lessees of Idaho State Endowment Lands, commonly known as
cottage sites, at Priest Lake, Idaho. The PLSLA serves to represent those lessees in
coordinating with the Idaho State Department of Lands and the Idaho Board of Land
Commissioners on a variety of issues relevant to the lease of cottage sites. For
decades, PLSLA has been the primary spokesman for lessees in the negotiation of lease
terms and lease rates with the Board of Land Commissioners. Membership in PLSLA
currently exceeds 300 of the 354 cottage sites at Priest Lake.
The history of cottage site leases at Priest Lake is long and involved. It is largely
the history, practice and relationship between the State and the lessees that gives rise
to the intractable problem that exists today. Nearly a century ago, leases were first
offered to encourage residents to occupy state lands at Priest Lake. While various

reasons for the offering of leases are contemplated, it is most prevalently believed that
following the fire of 1910, the State believed populating the area would particularly aid
the state in fire control, commercial development, and help to grow the labor pool. The
first rudimentary leases were for as little as ten dollars ($10) per year and for many
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decades exceeded no more than fifty dollars ($50). In many respects the cottage site
leases at Priest Lake were treated as non-vesting homesteads with the same purposes
and intentions. For all practical purposes, lessees were caretakers of the endowment
lands.
Many of the PLSLA members today are third and even fourth generation families
who inherited or purchased their current cottage site leasehold and improvements from
their parents and grandparents. Lessees represent a broad range of demographic,
economic and sociological diversity, having amongst its members school teachers,
public servants, small buSinessmen, executives, and at least one former United States
congressman. The Priest Lake community is small and very close knit.
Over the years, in reliance upon the State's goodwill (whether justified or
unjustified), and with the State's encouragement, the lessees have constructed
significant improvements on the leaseholds with the permission of the State. These
improvements consist of anything from small cabins to large and very expensive homes.
The significance of having made these improvements is that it makes it difficult in the
ordinary course of business for a lessee to simply surrender the leased premises and
abandon the lease even as the rents dramatically increased at the discretion of the
landlord, the State Board of Land Commissioners.
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Valuing the leasehold interest has and always will be particularly problematic.
Aside from the obvious fact that the Lessees desire to pay less and the Land Board has
a constitutional and fiduciary duty to garner the maximum long term financial return,
the leases are unique and challenging for a variety of reasons. These challenges
include without limitation: (1) the segregated ownership of the land and
improvements; (2) the limited seasonal use of the property; (3) the very limited and
seasonal access to the sites; (3) the terms of the lease which require landlord approval
for matters as simple as removing a tree, construction of improvements, extension of
utilities, and even the selection of the color of the cabin; (4) the lessee's non-exclusive
use of the property; and (5) the lack of any stable commitment as to future rent, except
for an expectation that the Board of Land Commissioners must obtain the maximum
long term financial return without acting in a manner that destroys the inherent value of
the asset.
Consistent with its constitutional responsibilities as set forth in Article IX, Section
8 of the Idaho Constitution, in 1990 the Idaho Legislature chose to enact certain
procedures relating to the lease of these unique properties. Recognizing the
disunification of title and clearly intending to obtain the maximum return for the
endowment, Idaho Code § 58-310A added two material directives to the Board of Land
Commissioners. First, that the conflict auction of the leasehold interest be abated; and
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second, that the Board maintain long term stable rents to best serve the goal of the
maximum long term financial return.
For the twenty years pending this litigation, the Board acted in accordance with
legislative directives, and indeed included a right of the lessees to renew the lease. No
conflict auctions were held, nor were any requested by a single aggrieved nor injured
party. Not until the Attorney General of this State chose to sue his own client after
becoming dissatisfied with the Board of Land Commissioner's determination of market
rents, were the Legislature's long standing directives called into question.
Subsequent to the 2010 round of market rent debates, the Board of Land
Commissioners' unanimously resolved to dispose of the cottage sites at Priest and
Payette Lakes in a market savvy manner. The Board of Land Commissioner's resolution
was predicated upon their unanimous acknowledgment of the unique and problematic
disunification of the title and improvements. At the direction of the Board of Land
Commissioners, the Department of Lands is moving forward with the disposal of cottage
sites at Priest and Payette Lakes.
The PLSLA firmly believes that the Idaho State Legislature was clearly
empowered to enact Idaho Code § 58-310A by the express language of Article IX,
Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution. Any repeal of Idaho Code § 58-310A's statutory
mandate to maintain stable market rents and prohibit conflict auctions pending the
RESPONDENT PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES AsSOCIATION, INC. REPLY BRIEF -4-

proposed disposal of the cottage sites will further destabilize values and dramatically
affect the ability to obtain the maximum return contemplated by the founding fathers
and mandated by the Idaho Constitution.

II.

COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
Respondent generally concurs with Appellant Attorney General's detailed recital

contained in Appellant's Opening Brief entitled Course of Proceedings Below.

ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL
Whether Idaho Code § 58-310A conflicts with the requirement in Article IX,
Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution that endowment lands be subject to disposal at
public auction and therefore is unconstitutional in its entirety.

ADDITIONAL ISSUES ON APPEAL
1.

Does the Appellant Attorney General have standing to contest the

constitutionality of Idaho Code § 58-310A.
2.

Whether Idaho Code § 58-310A is severable.
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ARGUMENT

1. STANDARD OF REVIEW
The Appellant Attorney General's summary of the law as it pertains to the
standard for Summary Judgment is accurate.

II. THE APPELLANT LACKS STANDING TO CONTEST THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF
IDAHO CODE § 58-310A
The Appellant, in order to have standing, must demonstrate a "distinct and
palpable" injury, not "one suffered alike by all citizens in the jurisdiction." Selkirk-Priest
Basin Assn

v.

State ex reI. Batt 128 Idaho 831, 833-34, 919 P.2d 1032, 1034-35

(1996).
In the present case, it is not sufficient that the Appellant has a personal stake in
the constitutionality of Idaho Code § 58-310A; Appellant also must have the status of
"showing that a right or status, personal to [The Appellants] is endangered or
threatened by the act." Greer, 81 Idaho at 396,342 P.2d at 721.
There is simply not one shred of evidence that Idaho Code § 58-310A has
resulted in any actual pecuniary or other loss, or even speculative loss, to the
endowment beneficiaries. In fact, had it done so, the Attorney General and other Board
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Members would have severely breached their fiduciary duties in waiting twenty years to
contest the validity of the 1990 legislation. To the contrary, no application for conflict
auction has been received in the past twenty years.
As to the issue of any pecuniary loss or injury that might result from the failure
to conduct auctions of cottage site lease renewals, the testimony of the Director of the
Department of Lands set forth in the minutes of the Resources and Environment
Committee of the Idaho Senate at the time of the adoption of Idaho Code § 58-310A is
enlightening.
"RS 23884

STATE COTTAGE SITE LEASES - RELIEF FROM CONFLICT BIDS.

"Senator Noh explained this is the result of a joint effort of the
Department of Lands staff and attorneys who have been working for the
cottage site owners.
"Mr. Stan Hamilton, Director, Department of Lands, explained that for
many years there has been a provision in the statute that provides that
any time a parcel of state land is leased, when that lease comes up for
expiration any person can file an application against that lease. When
that happens, the Code provides that the Land Board must hold an
auction limited to the lease holder and the conflictor, and then dispose of
the lease to the highest bidder. This year, in late August, conflict
applications were filed, both by the same party, against two lots at
Payette Lake - Pauline King's and Robert and Celia Smith's. Conflict
applications are not unusual - in the grazing lease arena we have several
each year, and they generally generate a considerable amount of revenue,
but in the cottage sites, history is such that in the 40-50 years we have
been leasing we have received only four applications. The first in 1969,
and one was for a lot that had been leased but no structure had been built
on it. So, of all four of those applications, none has ever come to an
RESPONDENT PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES ASSOOATION, INC. REPLY BRIEF -7-

auction because the applicant withdrew before that point. This time,
however, the applications are still in place and the Land Board has set the
auction for May 15th , There was discussion at the board meeting about
coming to the legislature to determine whether any kind of relief might be
possible. He pOinted out that the bill provides that leases for single family
recreational cottages, family cottage sites and home sites, shall not be
subject to the conflict application and auction provisions generally set out
in the Code, and it further provides that the board shall reject any and all
pending and future conflict applications and in the absence of conflict
applications and auction procedures in this renewal process, the Board
shall insure that each lot generates market rent throughout the duration
of the lease. The emergency clause is to see if there is any way to deal
with the two pending applications which will go to auction on May 15th •
This legislation needs to be in effect at that time." Emphasis Added
Appendix C, Minutes; Resources and Environment Committee, February 9,
1990
Likewise, for a party to have standing there must be a "fairly traceable" causal
connection between the claimed injury and the challenged conduct." Miles, 116 Idaho
at 641, 778 P.2d at 763 (citation omitted). Not only is there a complete absence of
evidence of an existing or prospective injury, there is not even an allegation of a causal
relationship to Idaho Code § 58-310A of such injury.
Respectfully, the Attorney General has no greater standing that any other citizen
to challenge the constitutionality of this statute absent fulfilling the prima facie
obligation to demonstrate injury and a causal relationship.

RESPONDENT
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III. IDAHO CODE § 58-310A IS PRESUMED TO BE CONSmUTIONAL
It is well settled that an act of the Legislature is presumed to be constitutional
unless it is clearly not susceptible to a valid constitutional interpretation. State v.
Rawson, 100 Idaho 308, 597 P.2d 31 (1979; Idaho Resource ad.

v. Kramer, 97 Idaho

535, 548 P.2d 35 (1976); and Sd. Of County Comm'rs v. Idaho Health Facilities
Authority, 96 Idaho 498, 531 P.2d 588 (1975). There are abundant constitutional
legislative purposes which lead to a constitutional interpretation of Idaho Code § 58310A.
With credit duly given, one must fully appreciate the rationale stated by the
Office of the Attorney General in 1990 when called upon by the legislature for an
opinion as to the constitutionality of SB 1516 (Subsequently Idaho Code § 58-310A)
before enacting the same,1 See Appendix D, Informal Guidelines of the Attorney
General, March 23, 1990
In its opinion dated March 23, 1990, the Attorney General viewed the proposed
legislation (then Senate Bill 1516) as having constitutionally valid purposes which were
enumerated in detail. The informal opinion of the Attorney General correctly analyzed
the relevant provisions of Article IX, Section 8, and duly surmised that the legislative

I Respondent does not reference the Attorney General's opinion as authority, but rather for its
comprehensive and articulate analysis.
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goals of assuring maximum long term financial return through stable rents was
consistent with the Board of Land Commissioners' fiduciary mandate. Likewise, the
opinion correctly cites this distinguished Court's findings in Idaho-Iowa Lateral &

Reservoir Co. v. Fisher, 27 Idaho 695, 151 P.998 (1915) and restates the Court's
opinion that the public auction provision of Article IX, Section 8 applies only where a
"fee simple title is to be conveyed". Idaho-Iowa at 696.
The PLSLA encourages this Court to read and fully consider the opinion of the
Attorney General rendered at the time of adoption of Idaho Code § 58-310A. It is a
well studied and very thorough analysis of this issue.
Idaho Code § 58-310A is clearly susceptible to valid constitutional interpretation
as evidenced by the Attorney General's own informal opinion before its most recent
"about-face". Idaho Code § 58-310A preserves and codifies the constitutional mandate
of maximum long term financial return and provides procedures important to that goa/.

IV. THE IDAHO CONSTITUTION BOTH EMPOWERS AND MANDATES THE
LEGISLATURE TO MAKE LAWS RELATING TO THE MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSmON
OF ENDOWMENT LANDS
Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution clearly requires and empowers the
Legislature to participate in the creating the law and the procedures employed in the
management and disposition of endowment lands.
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"It shall be the duty of the state board of land commissioners to provide
for the location, protection, sale or rental of all the lands heretofore, or
which may hereafter be granted to or acquired by the state by or from the
general government, under such regulations as may be prescribed
by law, and in such manner as will secure the maximum long term
financial return to the institution to which granted or to the state if not
specifically granted; provided, that no state lands shall be sold for less
than the appraised price. No law shall ever be passed by the legislature
granting any privileges to persons who may have settled upon any such
public lands, subsequent to the survey thereof by the general
government, by which the amount to be derived by the sale, or other
disposition of such lands, shall be diminished, directly or indirectly. The
legislature shall, at the earliest practicable period, provide by law that
the general grants of land made by congress to the state shall be
judiciously located and carefully preserved and held in trust, subject to
disposal at public auction for the use and benefit of the respective object
for which said grants of land were made, and the legislature shall
provide for the sale of said lands from time to time and for the sale of
timber on all state lands and for the faithful application of the proceeds
thereof in accordance with the terms of said grants; provided, that not to
exceed one hundred sections of state lands shall be sold in anyone year,
and to be sold in subdivisions of not to exceed three hundred and twenty
acres of land to anyone individual, company or corporation. The
legislature shall have power to authorize the state board of land
commissioners to exchange granted or acquired lands of the state on an
equal value basis for other lands under agreement with the United States,
local units of government, corporations, companies, individuals, or
combinations thereof". Emphasis Added Idaho Const. Art. IX, § 8

There is little room for interpretation that the constitution clearly anticipated the
legislature to enact laws related to "the sale or rental of lands" by the Board of Land
Commissioners.
"It shall be the duty of the State Board of Land Commissioners to
provide for the location, protection, sale or rental of all the lands
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heretofore, or which may hereafter be granted to or acquired by the
state by or from the general government, under such regulations as
may be prescribed by law, and in such manner as will secure the
maximum long term financial return to the institution to which granted or
to the state if not specifically granted; provided, that no state lands shall
be sold for less than the appraised price." Emphasis Added Idaho Const.
Art. IX, § 8

The Constitution makes specific reference to the Legislature's duty to enact the
laws relating to the sale and rental of all endowment lands, imposes upon the Board of
Land Commissioners the obligation to follow such regulations as may be prescribed by
law.
In fact, it is the Legislature that is entrusted to provide for the ultimate sale and
disposition of the endowment lands.
" ... and the legislature shall provide for the sale of said lands from
time to time and for the sale of timber on all state lands and for the
faithful application of the proceeds thereof in accordance with the terms
of said grants ... " Emphasis Added Idaho Const. Art. IX, § 8
The Legislature is simply not the potted plant that the Appellant Attorney
General, and arguably the Board of Land Commissioners would portend. The legislature
has an obvious and indispensable role in the establishment of the Board of Land
Commissioners, its oversight, and the creation of the rules and procedures by which the
Board manages endowment lands. These Constitutional mandates and directives create
a valuable check and balance without which any Board of Land Commissioners would
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have unlimited autonomy which might easily lead to potential mismanagement and
abuse.

V. THIS IS A CASE OF FIRST IMPRESSION
The Appellant has repeatedly directed attention to the series of cases known as
the IWP Quartet to advance the proposition that the Court has disposed of this
constitutional question in its rulings relevant to Idaho Code § 58-310B (commonly
known as the grazing cases). Idaho Watersheds Project v. State BcI. Of Land Com'rs,
128 Idaho 761, 918 P.2d 1206 (1996); Idaho Watersheds Project v. State BcI. Of Land
Com'rs, 133 Idaho 55, 982 P.2d 358 (1999); Idaho Watersheds Project v. State BcI. Of
Land Com'rs, 133 Idaho 64, 982 P.2d 367 (1999); and Idaho Watersheds Project v.
State BcI. Of Land Com'rs, 133 Idaho 68, 982 P.2d 371 (1999) To some degree that

misinterpretation has been so publically successful as to become local folklore among
Board of Land Commissioners and the Department of Land's members.
The lower court laboriously analyzed the IWP cases, and appropriately found
them to lack materiality or relevance to the germane issue at hand. Rather than
summarizing the detailed analysis of the Hon. Michael McLaughlin, it is worth citing in
its entirety his very accurate analysis of the cases relied upon by the Appellant Attorney
General, and the prudent distinctions that the lower court found:
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"The Attorney General relies heavily on three cases that are
referred to as the Idaho Watershed cases for his argument that I.e. § 58310A is unconstitutional. Idaho Watershed Iwas decided in 1996 and
addressed the issue of whether the Land Board was permitted under I.e.
§ 58-310B to award a grazing rights to an applicant who did not bid at the
statutorily required conflict auction. Idaho Watershed Project, Inc. v.
State Bd. Of Land Commrs rWp I'), 128 Idaho 761, 766, 918 P.2nd 1206,
1211 (1996). I.e. § 58-310B included an additional factor in the award of
grazing leases and that was the interests of the State of Idaho in general,
which went well beyond the provisions of Article IX, Section 8 provisions
for specific beneficiaries. In that case, the Idaho Supreme Court held that
while the Land Board had broad discretion to determine what constituted
the maximum long term financial return for schools, the Board did not
have the legal ability to reject the sole bid placed at a conflict auction and
grant the lease to someone who appeared but did not bid. See id At 76566, 918 P.2d at 1210-11.
"The Attorney General focuses on a concluding sentence in that
decision that states that '[t]he Board does not have the discretion to grant
a lease to an applicant who does not place a bid at an auction, based
upon Idaho's constitutional and statutory mandate that the Board conduct
an auction.' This limited reference to the Idaho Constitution does not
appear to have been necessary to the Court's ultimate determination in
that case. The Court's holding was based primarily on I.e. § 58-310B and
at no point in the deciSion did the Court hold that any lease of state lands
must be subject to public auction in order to secure the maximum long
term financial return.
"The Attorney General also relies on East Side Blaine County Live
Stock Assn v. State Bd. Of Land Commrs for similar reasons. In East
Side, a state statute provided that if two or more individuals applied to
lease the same grazing land, a conflict auction would be held and the
lease would be offered to the highest bidder. 34 Idaho 807, 813-14, 198
P. 760, 761 (1921). However, the Land Board awarded the grazing lease
to a company without holding an auction.
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"The Attorney General relies on a general statement in East Side to
the effect that the Idaho Constitution and statues require the Land Board
to offer leases to the highest bidder. As with IWP L the statutorily
created auction requirement distinguishes that case from this case, which
is only dealing with the constitutionality of I.e. § 58-310A. The Court's
analysis in East Side repeatedly refers to the statutory basis for the
auction requirement, making the constitutional references unnecessary to
the holding in that case.
"In IWP III, the Idaho Supreme Court held that I.e. § 58-310B's
express direction to the Land Board to consider the interests of the State
in general, in addition to the public lands beneficiaries, was in violation of
Article IX, Section 8's directive to maximize long term financial returns to
the beneficiaries. Idaho Watersheds Project v. State Sd. Of Land Comm'rs
(IWP III), 133 Idaho 64, 67, 982 P.2d 357, 370 (1999). The Attorney
General relies on IWP III for the proposition that the Land Board cannot
take action for the specific benefit of anyone other than the beneficiaries
of the public lands. Although that general proposition is true, it is
important to note the significant differences between I.e. § 58-310A and
I.e. § 58-310B.

"I.e. § 58-310B dealt specifically with grazing leases instead of
cottage site leases, and required grazing leases to be subject to conflict
auctions, rather than exempting them. Furthermore, I.e. § 58-310B
directed the Land Board to consider certain criteria before awarding a
grazing lease, including directing the Land Board to make decisions that
benefited the State in general. Id. Conversely, I.e. § 58-310A does not
contain any unconstitutional provision that requires the Land Board to
consider any criteria other than securing the maximum long term financial
return for the beneficiaries. It is important to note that IWP III does not
stand for the proposition that allowing leases of public lands without
public auctions cannot possibly secure maximum long term financial
return. The key to the Courts holding in IWP III was that '[b]y attempting
to promote funding for the schools andthe state through the leasing of
the school endowment lands, I.e. § 58-310B violates the requirements of
Article IX, § 8.' Id.
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"Finally, in IWP II, the Idaho Supreme Court invalidated a voterapproved ballot measure because it was (sic) impermissibly combined
separate and incongruous amendments, in violation of another provision
in the Idaho Constitution. See Idaho Watersheds Project v. Marvel (IWP
II,), 133 Idaho 55, 59, 982 P.2d 358, 362 (1999). One of the proposed
amendments sought to change the word 'disposal' to 'sale' in Article IX,
Section 8. The Attorney General contends that the fact such a ballot
measure was proposed evidences that people generally understood the
word 'disposal' to include leases.
"However, the Appendix to IWP IIonly serves to demonstrate that
the term 'disposal' is ambiguous, which is an issue that this Court has
already addressed. The Statements for the Proposed Amendments stated
that '[c]hanging the word 'disposal' to 'sale' is necessary to clarify
ambiguous terms.' Ia at 63, 982 P.2d at 366. The Statements Against
the Proposed Amendments stated that '[t]he word 'disposal' may be
ambiguous, but should remain open to different interpretations as time
and circumstances require,2 Ia at 64, 982 P.2d at 367.
"In reviewing relevant case law on the issue of whether I.e. § 58310A is constitutional, it is clear that the Idaho Supreme Court has never
determined whether it is possible for leases of public lands to secure
maximum long term financial return for the endowment lands'
beneficiaries without subjecting the leases to a public auction
requirement. There is nothing in I.e. § 58-310A that prevents the Land
Board from utilizing current fair market value and determining a rate of
return that secures maximum long term financial return for the deSignated
beneficiaries. As such the question that the Court returns to is whether it
is possible to construe I.e. § 58-310A in a manner that will render the
statute constitutional on its face.

"I.e. § 58-310A does not require impermissible considerations such
as I.e. § 58-310B required. Furthermore, it is possible that the Land

The Statements Against the Proposed Amendments also state that '[a]lthough the word 'disposal' has
historically been interpreted to mean 'sale,' the definition of 'disposal' is still disputed.'

2
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Board could secure maximum long term financial return for the
endowment lands beneficiaries as mandated under Article IX, Section 8 of
the Idaho Constitution without subjecting the cottage site leases to a
public auction based on the unique nature of the cottage sites. Based on
these considerations, the Attorney General has not demonstrated that I.e.
§ 58-310A is unconstitutional in all of its applications or that no set of
circumstances exists under which I.e. § 58-310A would be valid.
Therefore, the Court will deny the Attorney General's motion for Summary
Judgment Re: Constitutionality of I.e. § 58-310A because I.e. § 58-310A
is constitutional on its face." Appendix E, pps 15-18
While this Court in IWP addressed the constitutional mandate for undivided
loyalty to the endowment in rejecting Idaho Code § 58-310B, the Court has never
determined, nor should it, that the Constitution requires an auction of a leasehold
interest in order to achieve the maximum long term financial return. Unlike Idaho Code

§ 58-310B, the language of Idaho Code § 58-310A is crystal clear that the goal of the
Legislature is consistent with the constitutional mandate to obtain the maximum long
term financial return to the endowment beneficiaries.
"That maximum long-term financial returns to the institutions to which
granted are best obtained through stable leases at market rent."Idaho
Code § 58-310A(h)
In promulgating procedures for these unique leases, the Legislature within the
purview of its law making responsibilities granted in Article IX, Section 8 directs the
Board of Land Commissioners as to the manner of disposing of these leases.
"It shall be the duty of the state board of land commissioners to
provide for the location, protection, sale or rental of all the lands
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heretofore, or which may hereafter be granted to or acquired by the state
by or from the general government, under such regulations as may be
prescribed by law, and in such manner as will secure the maximum long
term financial return to the institution to which granted or to the state if
not specifically granted; provided, that no state lands shall be sold for less
than the appraised price." Idaho Const. Art. IX, § 8
The maximum long term financial return is indisputably market driven, ever
changing, and factually dependent on the circumstances and subject matter of the
lease. Given the uniqueness of the cottage sites and the disunity of title acknowledged
by the Board of Land Commissioners, any such auction would prove counterproductive
to the interest of the endowment beneficiaries.
As hereafter discussed, Idaho's founding fathers clearly understood the unique
attributes of leases and the importance of flexibility.

VI. THE LEASE OF COTTAGE SITES IS NOT A DISPOSAL WITHIN THE MEANING OF
ARTICLE IX SECTION 8 OF THE CONSTITUTION AND DOES NOT MANDATE THE
BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS TO EMPLOY THE AUCTION PROCESS
A. THE PLAIN MEANING OF ARTICLE IX, SECTION 8 DOES NOT REQUIRE AN
AUCTION FOR THE LEASE OF ENDOWMENT LANDS.
A careful examination of Article IX, Section 8 is revealing. The only specific
reference to the potential lease of endowment properties is found in the first sentence
of Article IX, Section 8. That sentence requires the state board of land commissioners
"to provide for the location, protection, sale or rental of all the lands.... " and gives no
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direction and makes no reference to the auction or disposal of any endowment
property. It simply says that the board shall conduct itself "under such regulations as
may be prescribed by law". Laws are only made by the Legislature. While no further
references are made to rentals, the balance of Article IX, Section 8 is replete with
references to the sale of endowment lands, and the terms "sale" and "sold" are used no
less than 8 times. No where does the term "lease' appear in Section 8.
The Appellant maintains that the requirement for public auction of the leasehold
interest arises out of the terms "disposal" and "disposition". Article IX, Section 8
provides no definition of the term "disposal". As a matter of construction, it is
important to note, however, that all references to disposal or public auction are
conjunctive with the terms "sale" and "sold" and no reference to rental or lease appears
with the term disposal.
"The legislature shall, at the earliest practicable period, provide by law
that the general grants of land made by congress to the state shall be
judiciously located and carefully preserved and held in trust, subject to
disposal at public auction for the use and benefit of the respective object
for which said grants of land were made, and the legislature shall provide
for the sale of said lands from time to time and for the sale of timber on
all state lands and for the faithful application of the proceeds thereof in
accordance with the terms of said grants; provided, that not to exceed
one hundred sections of state lands shall be sold in anyone year, and to
be sold in subdivisions of not to exceed three hundred and twenty acres
of land to anyone individual, company or corporation." Idaho Const. Art.
IX, § 8
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In the absence of any such reference to lease or rental in the portion of Article
IX, Section 8 dealing with the obligation to dispose of lands at public auction, the
Appellant attempts to bootstrap an argument that the term "disposal" is inclusive of the
rentals and leases without any support for the proposition. Appellant Attorney General
now advocates that the phrase "sale or other disposition" as it appears in one sentence
substantially differs from mere disposal and that the legislature would not have used
the term "disposition" in addition to ""sale" unless it was intended to include lesser
interests such as leases and rentals.
"No law shall ever be passed by the legislature granting any privileges to
persons who may have settled upon any such public lands, subsequent to
the survey thereof by the general government, by which the amount to be
derived by the sale, or other disposition of such lands, shall be diminished,
directly or indirectly." Idaho Const. Art. IX, § 8

However, the phrase relied upon to support the Appellant's position has nothing
to do with the obligation for disposal at public auction. The sentence using the term "or
other disposition" as noted by the Hon. Michael McLaughlin in his Memorandum
Opinion, refers solely to the extraneous issue of not giving preference to squatters and
homesteaders on endowment lands.
Judge McLaughlin was correct that the plain meaning of "disposal" is sale and is
supported by the prior decisions of this Honorable Court.
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B. THE ONLY RELEVANT PRECEDENT OF THIS COURT SUPPORTS THE
PROPOSmON THAT THE CONVEYANCE OF LESS THAN A FEE SIMPLE INTEREST IS
NOT SUBJECT TO PUBLIC AUCTION
In Idaho-Iowa Lateral & Reservoir Co. v. Asher, 27 Idaho 695, 151 P.99B (1915),
the Idaho Supreme Court held that the granting of an easement across state
endowment land was not a transaction subject to the public auction provisions of the
Idaho Constitution because title in fee to the land remained in the
state. (emphasis added) The analysis used by the court in Idaho-Iowa is applicable

here. 3 As with easements, when the Board issues a lease, the underlying fee title
remains in the state. See also Idaho Admissions Bill, Sec. 5. In 1915, in Idaho-Iowa
Lateral & Reservoir Company, Limited v. Asher, 27, Idaho 695, 151 Pac.99B (1915), the

court considered a case involving a reservoir. The issue in this case was whether the
state can grant an easement for a reservOir, or was instead required by the constitution
to convey a fee simple title, thus having to meet the requirements of an auction and a
minimum sales price. The Court remarked in 27 Idaho 695 at 704:
"It is clear that the granting of a right of way for a ditch, canal or
reservoirs under the provisions of section 14, art.1, of the state

3 In reaching its decision in Idaho-Iowa, the Idaho Supreme Court reversed Tobev v. Bridgewood, 22
Ida. 566, 127 Pac 178, it was held that an inhibition is placed upon the legislature in enacting a law which
provides for the disposition of lands granted to the state by an act of such sale shall be at public auction.
The court in that decision proceeded upon the theory that the fee-simple title was taken or disposed of by
the state for the public use therein mentioned; and the doctrine therein laid down that is contrary to the
views expressed in this opinion are hereby expressly overruled.
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Constitution is not a sale or disposal of the land such as is contemplated
by said admission act, but simply the granting of an easement the legal
title to the land remaining in the state."
The right to use another's land for a special purpose, without the conveyance of
the legal and equitable interest in any substantial form does not dispose of a right to
possess land, thus requiring the auction under Article IX, Section 8. Unlike a mining
lease or timber harvest, a cottage site lease disposes of absolutely nothing other than
the caretaking interest of the lessee in property that may be intended for future
disposition by the state. Nothing is removed from the property nor consumed by the
lessee which falls within the concept of disposal or severance. The reason the
legislature made this specific to cottage sites lies in what the Board of Land
Commissioners have clearly recognized to be unique. The cottage site lessees at Priest
Lake are limited grants to the lessee to make certain improvements without full benefit
and use of the property, with limited access, and only upon such portion of the property
as the Department of Lands may dictate that improvements may be made. The terms
of the lease include, in language and in practice, the obligation of the lessee to seek
approvals for such matters as the removal of any timber, any change in the character of
the leased premises, and the nature and extent of any improvements that can be made
down to the color scheme of the cabin or home. Affidavit of Bert A. Belles and the
Attached Lease R., Vol. IV, pps 638-656)
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Indeed, the specific language of Section G, Paragraph 1.2, lines 3 and 4 of the
cottage site lease states that the Lessee acknowledges that the lease is "non-exclusive"
and the Lessor retains the right to use the land and to grant rights to others for the use
of the land or to authorize the public use of the land to the extent that any such use is
not incompatible with Lessee's purposes.
To suggest that this is a "disposal" contemplated by Article IX, Section 8 is
preposterous.

For all practical purposes, the term "lease" is a misnomer and is nothing

greater than an easement for a very limited and special purpose. The cottage site
lessees are nothing more than interim caretakers of state endowment lands which may
or may not be disposed of in the future by public auction.
C. THE PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL
CONVENTION

Having read in its entirety the debates and proceedings relevant to Article IX,
Section 8, it is safe to say there was absolutely no deCision, direction or consensus of
the founding fathers that resolves the issue at hand. However, the discussions that
were had relevant to the lease of endowment lands most likely supports the position of
the Respondents.
The closest the record of the proceedings and debates comes to shedding light
on the germane issue is found in the discussions of Judge Claggett and Judge Gray.
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"Mr. CLAGGElT."" .. .1 do not suppose anybody would suggest for a
moment that the legislature would rent any portion of these lands for a
short period of time - five, ten or fifteen years, but would only rent the
land upon strict conditions of compliance with regard to keeping it up, so
far as the application of manures and so on, and fertilizers and good care
being taken of it, and make the time twenty or thirty years, and put in a
provision at the end, if you want to, that if during the period of the lease
the terms and conditions of the lease had been fully complied with, by
keeping down your cockle burrs, Mr. Chaney, and your wild oats - making
that a condition with regard to the lease, then the party should have the
preference right of the renewal of that lease for ten or twenty years more.
I don't see a bit of difficulty in the matter whatever. If you reserve the
title and keep it in the state, the whole matter passes over to the domain
of the legislature. They can experiment session after session, if they see
fit; they can provide for leases for certain classes of land, as to their
conditions, and I do not see why we should go ahead and part with this
patrimony of the schools." I.W. Hart, Proceedings and Debates of the
Constitutional Convention of Idaho 1889 (1910) p. 663
"Mr. GRAY." "Mr. Chairman, I have a few words to say about this. But it
seems that the basiS of all this argument is that the legislature will be
composed of men of no sense at all. They will not have the interests of
the territory at all at heart; they will not come here for that purpose, only
for the purpose of stealing something, or getting rid of something, or
disposing of the public property to some land-grabbing syndicate - which
I do not believe .... We set up this land board and suppose them to be
honorable men; we trust that they will rent the lands as well as they can,
that they will get as good a lease as possible." I.W. Hart, Proceedings and
Debates of the Constitutional Convention ofIdaho 1889 (1910) p. 711
The sentiment of these delegates is clearly that the Legislature should be
granted wide latitude of discretion in its handling of the disposition of endowment lands
in order to meet ever changing and unpredictable conditions. In fact, Judge Gray goes
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so far as to support giving lessees a preference right of renewal at the time of
expiration if the lessee had properly cared for the property entrusted.
One thing that is clear from the constitutional debate is that the Legislature was
intended to be given, and was ultimately given in the language of Article IX, Section S,
a key role in determining the management and disposition of the endowment lands so
long as it did not interfere with the Board of Land Commissioners charge of obtaining
maximum return. Nothing in Idaho Code § 5S-310A interferes with that directive, nor
divides the loyalty of Board of Land Commissioners.

VII. IDAHO CODE § 58-310A PROVISIONS THAT DO NOT RELATE TO THE
PROHIBmON OF CONFLICT AUmON SHOULD UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCE BE
DECLARED UNCONSmUTIONAL
Should the Court declare that the conflict auction prohibition in Idaho Code § 58310A is unconstitutional, it is inconceivable that the Court should broaden any such
ruling to include the abolition of the entire statute. As previously cited, the Legislature
is empowered and mandated by the Constitution to proscribe certain procedures, rules
and law for the management of the endowment lands trust.
The findings and provisions of Idaho Code § 58-310A pertaining to how best to
achieve the maximum long term financial return through stable market rents can and
should stand alone. These laws and regulations are clearly within the purview of the
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Legislature as set forth in Article IX, Section 8, and give valuable insight and direction
as to appropriate rental criteria in light of the unique nature of the cottage site leases.

CONCLUSION
Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution requires the Idaho State
Legislature to make laws and procedures relating to the conduct of the Board of Land
Commissioners and the sale and disposition of endowment lands. Clearly, the
Legislature's responsibility is limited by other provisions of the Constitution. As
previously decided by this Court, legislation cannot call upon the Board of Land
Commissioners to divide its loyalties, nor can it interfere with the mandate to obtain a
maximum return for the endowment.
Idaho Code § 58-310A does not violate any provisions of the Idaho Constitution.
The statute on its face seeks to insure maximum long term financial return to the
endowment, and establishes the procedures and means by which to do so. The statute
calls upon no one to breach their fiduciary duties nor divide their loyalties.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMmED this _ _ day of February, 2012.
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Legislature as set forth in Article IX, Section 8, and give valuable insight and direction
as to appropriate rental criteria in light of the unique nature of the cottage site leases.

CONCLUSION
Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution requires the Idaho State
Legislature to make laws and procedures relating to the conduct of the Board of Land
Commissioners and the sale and disposition of endowment lands. Clearly, the
Legislature's responsibility is limited by other provisions of the Constitution. As
previously decided by this Court, legislation cannot call upon the Board of Land
Commissioners to divide its loyalties, nor can it interfere with the mandate to obtain a
maximum return for the endowment.
Idaho Code § 58-310A does not violate any provisions of the Idaho Constitution.
The statute on its face seeks to insure maximum long term financial return to the
endowment, and establishes the procedures and means by which to do so. The statute
calls upon no one to breach their fiduciary duties nor divide their loyalties.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMmED this lfAf::-day of ~

CHARLES B. LEMPESIS, Attorney for Priest
Lake State Lessees Association, Inc.
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APPENDIX A
IDAHO CODE § 58-310A

58-310A. Legislative findings and purposes - Leases of single family,
recreational cottage sites and homesites not subject to conflict application and
auction provisions.

(1) The legislature of the state of Idaho finds:
(a) That from time to time single family, recreational cottage site and
homesite leases have been the target of conflict applications to lease said premises and
property;
(b) That single family, recreational cottage sites and homesites have typically
been held by the same family, sometimes for as long as fifty (50) years;
(c) That conflict applications for a lease require the state board of land
commissioners to hold an auction between the applicants and award the lease to the
highest bidder;
(d) That existing statutes allow the board no discretion in rejecting
applications, and only limited discretion in rejecting bids, notably for collusion or similar
irregularities in the bidding process;
(e) That, in the case of single family, recreational cottage site and homesite
leases, the conflict application and auction procedure have caused considerable
consternation and dismay to the existing lessee at the prospect of lOSing a long-time lease;
(f) That, although conflict applications have been filed from time to time, the
board has never held a conflict auction or realized any direct revenue from such
applications;
(g) That section 8, article IX, of the constitution of the state of Idaho provides
that the board manage state endowment lands in such manner as will secure the maximum
long-term financial return to the institution to which granted or to the state if not
speCifically granted;
(h) That maximum long-term financial returns to the institutions to which
granted are best obtained through stable leases at market rent.
(2) It is hereby declared that leases for single family, recreational cottage sites and
homesites shall not be subject to the conflict application and auction provisions of sections
58-307 and 58-310, Idaho Code. The board shall reject any and all pending and future
conflict applications filed under sections 58-307 and 58-310, Idaho Code, for single family,
recreational cottage site and homesite leases.
(3) In the absence of the conflict application and auction procedure in the single
family, recreational cottage site and homesite lease, and lease renewal process, the board
shall insure that each leased lot generates market rent throughout the duration of the
lease.

APPENDIX B
IDAHO CONSTITUTION ARTICLE IX, SECTION 8

Article IX, Section 8
Location and disposition of public lands.

It shall be the duty of the state board of land commissioners to
provide for the location, protection, sale or rental of all the lands heretofore,
or which may hereafter be granted to or acquired by the state by or from the
general government, under such regulations as may be prescribed by law,
and in such manner as will secure the maximum long term financial return
to the institution to which granted or to the state if not specifically granted;
provided, that no state lands shall be sold for less than the appraised price.
No law shall ever be passed by the legislature granting any privileges to
persons who may have settled upon any such public lands, subsequent to
the survey thereof by the general government, by which the amount to be
derived by the sale, or other disposition of such lands, shall be diminished,
directly or indirectly. The legislature shall, at the earliest practicable period,
provide by law that the general grants of land made by congress to the state
shall be judiciously located and carefully preserved and held in trust, subject
to disposal at public auction for the use and benefit of the respective object
for which said grants of land were made, and the legislature shall provide for
the sale of said lands from time to time and for the sale of timber on all state
lands and for the faithful application of the proceeds thereof in accordance
with the terms of said grants; provided, that not to exceed one hundred
sections of state lands shall be sold in anyone year, and to be sold in
subdivisions of not to exceed three hundred and twenty acres of land to any
one individual, company or corporation. The legislature shall have power to
authorize the state board of land commissioners to exchange granted or
acquired lands of the state on an equal value basis for other lands under
agreement with the United States, local units of government, corporations,
companies, individuals, or combinations thereof.

APPENDIXC
FEBRUARY 9, 1990
MINUTES OF RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITIEE

MINUTES
RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
Friday, February 9, 1990
ROLL CALL:

room 433, 1:30 p.m.

All members of the committee were present except Senator Christiansen
whose son, Joey Christiansen, sat in for him.

Chairman Noh called the meeting to order.
RS 23890

RE INTERIM PROTECTED RIVERS: TO PROVIDE INTERIM PROTECTED RIVER STATUS
FOR THE WATERS OF DEVIL'S CORRAL AND OTHER SPRINGS AND STREAMS ARISING
FROM THEIR POINT OF ORIGIN TO THEIR CONFLUENCE WITH THE SNAKE RIVER.
Senator Noh explained this bill comes to us from an extraordinarily
united group of legislators representing Magic Valley Districts 22,
23, 24 and 25. Some representatives from the House are here today Representative Peters, past mayor of Jerome, who is very familiar with
this area, and Representative Barnes.
This proposal will provide two-year interim protected status for the
waters of Devil's Corral from the headwaters to their confluence with
the Snake River under the Idaho comprehensive river planning statute.
This is a very short stretch of stream of high quality in Magic Valley
It is one of only two, of all those which flow out of the Snake Plains
Aquafer in the Snake River reach of the Magic Valley, which is yet
undeveloped.

MOTION

MOVED by Senator Peavey, SECONDED by Senator Tominaga that RS 23890
be sent out to print.

VOTE

MOTION CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.

RS 23884

STATE COTTAGE SITE LEASES - RELIEF FROM CONFLICT BIDS.
Senator Noh explained this is the result of a joint effort of the
Department of Lands staff and attorneys who have been working for the
cottage site owners.
Mr. Stan Hamilton, Director, Department of Lands, explained that for
many years there has been a provision in the statute that provides that
any time a parcel of state land is leased, when that lease comes up
for expiration any person can file an application against that lease.
When that happens, the Code provides that the Land Board must hold an
auction limited to the lease holder and the conflictor, and then dispose
of the lease to the highest bidder. This year, in late August, conflict
applications were filed, both by the same party, against two lots at
Payette Lake - Pauline King's and Robert and Celia Smith's.
Conflict applications are not unusual - in the grazing lease arena we
have several each year, and they generally generate a considerable
amount of revenue, but in the cottage sites, history is such that in

L.
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the 40-50 years we have been leasing we have received only four
applications. The first in 1969, and one was for a lot that had
been leased but no structure had been built on it. So, of all
four of those applications, none has ever come to an auction because
the applicant withdrew before that point. This time, however,
the applications are still in place and the Land Board has set
the auction for May 15th. There was discussion at the board meeting
about coming to the legislature to determine whether any kind
of relief might be possible. He pointed out that the bill provides
that leases for single family recreational cottages, family cottage
sites and home sites, shall not be subject to the conflict application
and auction provisions generally set out in the Code, and it further
provides that the Board shall reject any and all pending and future
conflict applications and in the absence of conflict applications
and auction procedures in this renewal process, the Board shall
insure that each lot generates market rent throughout the duration
of the lease. The emergency clause is to see if there is any
way to deal with the two pending applications which will go to
auction on May 15th. This legislation needs to be in effect at
that time.
MOTION

Commenting that he is not sure whether he will support the bill
when it comes up, Senator Beitelspacher MOVED, and Senator Reed
SECONDED that RS 23884 be sent from committee with a recommendation
to print.

VOTE

MOTION CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.

RS 23407

WILDLIFE DEPREDATION - TO AUTHORIZE CONTINUATION OF THE NEGOTIATING
COMMITTEE.
Chairman Noh said this is the result of very fine, but very hard
work, by the representatives of the wildlife and agricultural
communities. Senator Carlson spoke in support of the bill saying
that it extends the active working life of the negotiating committee
through November 30, 1990, the thought being that other legislation
is coming along which will either be approved to extend it as
a relatively permanent thing, or the legislation will pass. He
urged the support of the committee.

MOTION

MOVED BY Senator Tominaga, SECONDED by Senator Beitelspacher that
RS 23407 be sent from committee with recommendation to print,
and that it be returned to our committee

VOTE

MOTION CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE.

APPENDIX D
INFORMAL GUIDELINES OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
MARCH 23, 1990
ANALYSIS OF S8 1516

INFORMAL GUIDELINES OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

March 23, 1990
Honorable Wayne Sutton
Chairman
Agricultural Affairs
Statehouse Mail
Boise, Idaho 83720

Article 9, section 8, contains tJ
limiting the legislature's discretion
provisions. Each of these provisio
Provision 1:
The first sentence of article 9, ~

THIS CORRESPONDENCE IS A LEGAL GUIDELINE OF THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL SUBMITTED FOR YOUR GUIDANCE
Re: Cottage Site Leasing
Dear Representative Sutton:
In response to your request, this office has prepared the following analysis ofSB 1516.
QUESTION PRESENTED:
Whether the following provision in SB 1516 violates article 9, section 8, of the Idaho
Constitution: "The board shall reject any and all pending and future conflict
applications filed under sections 58-307 and 58-310, Idaho Code, for single family,
recreational cottage site and homesite leases."
CONCLUSION:
The quoted provision ofSB 1516, which would exempt cottage sites from the conflict
application and auction provisions of title 58, chapter 3, can be interpreted as not
violating the constitutional requirement that revenues from endowment lands be
maximized. It is also possible to interpret the bill as not violating the public auction
requirements of article 9, section 8. The language of the bill, however, evinces an intent
to benefit someone other than the beneficiaries of the endowment trusts, and thus could
be challenged as a violation of the state's duty to act with undivided loyalty on behalf of
the trust beneficiaries.
ANALYSIS:

;:

INFORMAL GUIDELH

Any legislation affecting state endowment lands must fulfill the requirements of
article 9, section 8, of the Idaho Constitution. In making this analysis, it is presumed that
the legislative act is constitutional unless it is clearly not susceptible to a valid
constitutional interpretation. See State v. Ra wson, 100 Idaho 308, 597 P.2d 31 (1979);
Idaho Water Resource Rd. v. Kramer, 97 Idaho 535, 548 P.2d 35 (1976); and Rd. of
County Comm'rs v. Idaho Health Facilities Authority, 96 Idaho 498,531 P.2d 588
(1975).
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Article 9, section 8, contains three provisions that could possibly be construed as
limiting the legislature's discretion to exempt cottage site leases from conflict application
provisions. Each of these provisions will be analyzed in turn:
Provision I:
The first sentence of article 9, section 8, provides:
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It shall be the duty of the state board of land commissioners to provide for the
location, protection, sale or rental of all lands heretofore, or which may
hereafter be granted to or acquired by the state by or from the general
government, under such regulations as may be prescribed by law, and in such
manner as will secure the maximum long term financial return to the institution
to which granted or to the state if not specifically granted; provided, that no
state lands shall be sold for less than the appraised price.

The sentence imposes a duty upon the land board to secure "maximum long term
financial return." No similar duty is imposed upon the legislature. The Idaho Supreme
Court, however, has ruled that legislative enactments cannot unduly interfere with the
land board's constitutional duties: "[If a statute] goes beyond the scope of regulating the
action of the board in the discharge of its constitutional duties, it is void." Rogers v.
Hawley, 19 Idaho 751, 760, 1I5 P. 687 (l911). Thus, the requirement of maximizing
revenues necessarily defines the bounds of allowable legislation.
The provision requiring the maximization oflong term income should be read in light
of the normal standards of prudence and reasonableness imposed upon trustees. Under
the common law, trustees are not required to maximize income from trust property,
probably because maximization of income may entail a higher risk of loss. Instead, a
trustee normally has the discretion to make whatever lease arrangement is within the
bounds of prudent and reasonable business judgment. See 3 A. Scott, The Law ofTrusts,
(4th ed. 1988), §§ 187, 189.1.
For instance, maximization of short-term incomes should not compromise a trustee's
duty to preserve the corpus ofthe trust in order to maximize long-term gains. SB 1516
provides that its purpose is to maximize long-term gains by providing for stable leases at
market value. Thus, even ifSB 1516 requires the land board to forego competitive bids
that may increase short-term gains, it can be argued that it does not violate the
constitutional provision requiring maximization of long-term fmancial returns.
Additionally, constitutional challenges may be averted because the bill requires the
land board to obtain fair market value for the leased property. In the context of
endowment land trusts, courts usually use "fair market value" as the standard against
which rental agreements of trust property are measured. For instance, the Nebraska
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Supreme Court struck down a statute providing renewal of leases without competitive
bidding, but noted that the requirement of obtaining a "reasonable rental based upon
fair market value of the property" could be met by competitive bidding or "by some
other method to be provided by statute consonant with the rules of law applicable to
trustees acting in a fiduciary capacity." State v. Bd. of Education, 154 Neb. 244,47
N.W. 2d 520, 523, 525 (1951).
Provision 2:
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The second sentence of article 9, section 8, provides:
No law shall ever be passed by the legislature granting any privileges to persons
who may have settled upon any such public lands, subsequent to the survey
thereof by the general government, by which the amount to be derived by the
sale, or other disposition of such lands, shall be diminished, directly or
indirectly.
At first glance, this sentence may be construed as preventing the state from granting
lessees of public lands any advantage, immunity or right that may reduce the rental
income from those lands. This sentence, however, must be reviewed in its historical
context. The sentence formed part of the original version of article 9, section 8, in the
1890 Idaho Constitution. At the time, settlement by homesteaders and others upon the
public domain was a common practice. This provision was apparently aimed at such
settlers, not at lessees of state lands. See Balderston v. Brady, 17 Idaho 567, 107 P. 493
(1910).
Provision 3:
The third sentence of article 9, section 8, provides in part:
The legislature shall, at the earliest practicable period, provide by law that the
general grants ofland made by congress to the state shall be judiciously located
and carefully preserved and held in trust, subject to disposal at public auction
for the use and benefit. ofthe respective object for which said grants ofland
were made, and the legislature shall provide for the sale of said lands from time
to time and for the sale of timber on all state lands and for the faithful
application of the proceeds thereof in accordance with the terms of said grants .
.. . (emphasis added).
"Disposal" of the state's interests in endowment lands would normally include leases,
which are a transfer of interest for a limited period. The Idaho Supreme Court, however,
has construed the public auction provision of article 9, section 8, to apply only where a
"fee-simple title is to be conveyed." Idaho-Iowa Lateral & Reservoir Co., Ltd. v. Fisher,
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27 Idaho 695, 706, 151 P. 998 (1915). Nonetheless, it is doubtful whether the court
would feel itself bound by this language if it were directly presented with the question of
whether "disposal at public auction" included leases. The question presented to the
court in the Idaho-Iowa Lateral decision was whether the provision prevented the state
from granting easements across endowment lands without complying with the
constitutional requirements for "disposal" of the lands. Clearly, the court's interpretation of the provision as applying only to fee-simple conveyances was broader than was
necessary to decide the question before it, and must be regarded as non-binding obiter
dictum.
Another early decision of the Idaho Supreme Court held that the land board could be
required, by writ of mandate, to put a lease renewal up for public auction. East Side
Blaine County Livestock Assoc. v. State Bel. of Land Comm'rs, 34 Idaho 807, 198 P.
760 (1921). The court stated that the "provisions of the constitution and statutes ...
made it the duty of the state board of land commissioners, under the facts and
circumstances of this case, to offer the lease of said lands at auction to the highest bidder ...." Id. at 815. The decision, however, centered on statutes requiring auctions
whenever two or more persons applied to lease the same land, and did not specifically
apply the public auction provision of article 9, section 8, to leases. Moreover, if the
decision is construed as interpreting article 9, section 8, to require public auctions for
leases, it is difficult to reconcile with the court's decision in Idaho-Iowa, where the court
stated that the public auction provision applied only to conveyances offee-simple title.
In a later case, the court held that in the absence oflegislation to the contrary, article 9,
section 8, does not prohibit the land board from originating offers to lease, thus implying
that leases need not be entered into by public auction. Allen v. Smylie, 92 Idaho 846,
452 P.2d 343 (1969). Again, however, the court did not directly address the issue. Thus,
the decisions of the Idaho Supreme Court cannot properly be cited as authority for the
proposition that the legislature can provide for leases by methods other than public
auction.
Because the court decisions do not satisfactorily resolve the issue, it is necessary to
refer to the proceedings of the Idaho Constitutional Convention. The proceedings
indicate that the delegates to the convention believed "disposal" to include leases of the
lands. During debates over article 9, section 8, Mr. Reid stated several times his belief
that the word "disposition" included leases of such lands. 1 I. Hart, Proceedings and
Debates of the Constitutional Convention 708,755-56 (1912). This view was shared by
other delegates also. See id. at 763 (remarks of Mr. Gray). Further, there was a
suggestion that at the end of a lease, another person could come in and outbid the
original lessee, implying that lease renewals were believed to be subject to public auction
requirements. [d. at 743 (remarks of Mr. McConnel).
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On the other hand, there seems to have been some sentiment among the delegates that
the legislature should be granted a wide latitude of discretion in its handling of the
disposition of endowment lands, in order to meet changing conditions. See id. at 663
(remarks of Judge Claggett); 712, 732 (remarks of Judge Gray). Additionally, there is at
least one indication that lessees should be given a preference right of renewal at the
expiration of their leases if they took good care of the land and preserved its value. [d. at
663 (remarks of Judge Claggett).
Given the wide disparity of views among the various delegates, it is impractical to
conclude from the proceedings that there was any consensus on whether leases would be
subject to the public auction requirement. Further indications of intent may be found in
the actions of the first legislature, many of whose members were also delegates to the
constitutional convention. The first act dealing with disposal of public lands was enacted
in 1891. The act required that all sales ofland had to take place by public auction. 1891
Sess. Laws, p. Ill. In contrast, the land board was empowered to lease lands without
public auction to the first person filing a lease application. [d. at 113-14. Leases had to be
entered into by public auction only if two or more persons applied to lease the same tract
ofland. [d. at 114. Thus, it is apparent that the early legislature did not understand leases
to be subject to the strict public auction requirements that were imposed on the sale of
public lands.
In conclusion, it is possible to interpret article 9, section 8, as vesting in the legislature
the discretion to lease public lands by methods other than by public auction. It should be
cautioned that this conclusion is somewhat tentative, given that it is supported only by
ambiguous statements of the Idaho Supreme Court, the delegates to the constitutional
convention, and the early legislature. In making this conclusion, ambiguities have been
resolved in favor of finding SB 1516 constitutional, given the general principle that a
legislative act is presumed constitutional unless it is clearly not susceptible to a valid
constitutional interpretation.
Federal Law:
Although your letter asked this office only to address the constitutionality of SB 1516,
any analysis of legislation affecting endowment lands would be incomplete without
addressing whether the legislation violates the federal laws that created the endowment
lands trusts, namely, the Organic Act of the Territory ofIdaho and the Idaho Admission
Bill. The acts impliedly impose upon the state duties analogous to those imposed upon a
private trustee under the common law. See Barber Lumber Co. v. Gifford, 25 Idaho 654,
159 P. 557 (1914).
Under common law principles, the state, acting as trustee, owes a duty of "undivided
loyalty" to the trust beneficiary, to the exclusion of all other interests. County of
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Scamping v. State, 102 Wash. 127,685 P.2d 576, 580 (I 984); State ex reI. Ebke v. Bd.
ofEducational Lands & Funds, 154 Neb. 244, 47 N. W. 2d 520 (1951). Paragraph (2) of
the bill, which your letter asked this office to review, does not, on its face, violate the
duty of undivided loyalty. If, however, paragraph (2) is read in light of the legislative
findings in paragraph (1), it may be inferred that the rejection of conflict applications
required in paragraph (2) is designed, at least in part, for the benefit of long term, single
family lessees. For example, paragraph (l)(e) states that "the conflict application and
auction procedure have caused considerable consternation and dismay to the existing
lessee at the prospect of losing a long-time lease." The finding could be interpreted as
implying an intent to benefit someone other than the beneficiaries of the trust, resulting
in the bill being overturned as a breach of the state's duty of undivided loyalty to the
beneficiaries of the endowment lands trusts.
A possible factor working against a finding of divided loyalty is the provision in SB
1516 requiring that leases "generate market rent throughout the duration of the lease."
The state could assert that it has met its fiduciary duty because protection of cottage site
lessees did not come at the expense of the beneficiaries, since the statute requires that the
trust receive full market value for the leases. As previously stated, courts use market
value as the standard against which disposals of trust property are measured.
I hope the above analysis provides the guidance you need concerning the
constitutional issues involved in SB 1516. Please do not hesitate to contact this office if
we can be of further assistance in this or other matters.

Sincerely,
Steven W. Strack
Deputy Attorney General
Natural Resources Division
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
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STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
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GLADYS BABCOCK, as Trustee of the
Babcock Trust, et aI.,
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9
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10
11

12
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IDAHO BOARD OF lAND
COMMISSIONERS; and GEORGE
BACON. in his offICial capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Lands,
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CONTRACT CLAIMS
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16

APPEARANCES

17

For Plaintiffs: Philip Oberrecht and Colleen Zahn of Hall. Farley,
Oberrecht & Blanton. P.A. and Charles Lempesis. Attorney for Priest Lake
State lessees' AssociatiOn. Inc.

18
19

20

For Defendants: Mertyn Clark and John Ashby of Hawley Troxell Ennis &
Hawley LlP and Clay Smith of the Attorney General's Office

21
22

PROCEEDINGS

23

This matter carne before the Court on: (1) the Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial

24

Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims; (2) the Defendants' Cross-Mofian for Partial

25

Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims; and (3) the Attorney General's Motion for
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Summary Judgment Re: Constitutionality of I.C. § 58-310A.
2

3

argument, the Court made a preliminary ruling on the Constitutionality of I.C. § 58-31 OA
and the remaining matters were taken under advisement.

BACKGROUND

4

5

6
7

8

After hearing oral

The Idaho Department of Lands is the executive agency established to
administer State endowment lands.

George Bacon is the Director of the Idaho

Department of Lands. Under Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution, the Land
Board is the trustee of public schools, normal schools and state hospital endowment

9

lands. The Land Board consists of five members: the Governor, the Secretary of State,
10

the Attorney General, the Controller and the Superintendent of Public Instruction.
11

12

The Land Board is trustee for almost 2.5 million acres of endowment lands

13

granted to Idaho at statehood for the purpose of supporting public schools and other

14

public institutions. Idaho's endowment trust assets include 354 lots near Priest Lake

15

and 168 lots near Payette Lake. The State leases the lots, and lessees are authorized

16

to construct and own single-family residences on the sites.

17

referred to as "cottage sites."

18

The lots are generally

In 2001, the Payette Lessees or their predecessors in interest entered into ten-

19

year leases for cottage sites near Payette Lake ("2001 Leases"). The 2001 Leases
20

provide for annual rent of 2.5% of the current fee simple value of the leased premises,
21

22
23

adjusted annually based on the values determined by Valley County. The 2001 Leases
expressly provide that they terminate on December 31,2010.

24

In recognition of the fact that the 2001 Leases were set to expire on December

25

31,2010, the Land Board had been working for several years to determine the terms

26
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for new leases that were to go into effect on January 1, 2011. The Land Board began
2

this process in 2007 by establishing a Cottage Site Subcommittee ("Subcommittee"),

3

which consisted of Secretary of State, Ben Ysursa, and Superintendent of Public

4

Instruction, Tom Luna.

5

After several years of study and after consideration of comments from affected

6

parties, the Land Board reached a decision on the terms of new leases to begin in

7

8

2011. On March 16, 2010, in a 3-2 vote, the Land Board voted to implement a 4%
lease rate, effective January 1, 2011. The 4% rate was to be based on the average

9

value of the leased land over the prior ten years and would have been phased in over
10

five years.
11

12

On March 31, 2010, the Idaho Department of Lands mailed each cottage site

13

lessee an Application for Use Form, which included a cottage site lease template for a

14

term beginning January 1, 2011.

15

provisions approved by the [Land Board] at their March 16,.2010 meeting." On June

16

30, 2010, the Idaho Department of Lands further notified each cottage site lessee of

17

what his or her rent would be for the 2011 year under the terms of the new lease.

18

This lease template incorporated the "renta! rate

On December 2, 2010, the Idaho Attorney General filed a Complaint for

19

Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, which challenged (1) the constitutionality of I.C. § 5820

310A and (2) the Land Board's March 16, 2010 decision to imp!ement the new lease
21

rate. The primary reason for the Declaratory and Injunctive relief was to prevent the
22

issuance of ten year leases with these provisions contained in the new leases. The

23

24

Attorney General also filed a Motion for Preliminary Injunction, which was based

25

exclusively on the constitutionality of I.C. § 58-31 OA.

26

I

I
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The lawsuit filed by the Payette Lessees is one of five recent lawsuits, including
2

the suit challenging the constitutionality of I.C. § 58-310A, which was before Judge Bail

3

before the case was consolidated with this action. The first cause of action regarding

4

the cottage sites was a Petition for Writ of Prohibition that the Attorney General filed

5

with the Idaho Supreme Court contending that the lease rate adopted by the Land

6

Board at its March 16, 2010 meeting for the 2011-2021 leases failed to secure the

7

8

maximum long term financial return for the endowment lands beneficiaries as mandated
under Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution. The Land Board sought dismissal

9

of the Petition for Writ of Prohibition. The Payette Lake Cabin Owner's Association
10

obtained permission to participate in the Idaho Supreme Court action as amicus curiae
11
12

13

and to submit a brief in opposition to the petition.

The petition was subsequently

dismissed on the basis that the Attorney General possessed another adequate remedy

14

in the form of a declaratory judgment action. See Wasden ex reI. State v. Idaho State

15

Board of Land Camm'rs, 150 Idaho 547, 249 P.3d 346, 353 (2010).

16

On December 2, 2010, the Idaho Attorney General filed suit against the

17

Defendants in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in

18

Ada County Case No. CV-OC-2010-23751.

In the Attorney General's Complaint for

19

Declaratory Injunctive Relief that was filed in Ada County Case No. CV-OC-201020

23751, which was later consolidated with this case, the Attorney General asserted that
21

22
23

Idaho Code § 58-310A violates Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution by
providing of the leaSing of certain lands held in trust under the Article IX, Section 8 by

24

the State of Idaho and described as single family, recreational cottage sites and home

25

sites without being subject to conflict and auction provisions of Idaho Code §§ 58-307

26
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On December 17,2010, Judge Bail entered an injunction in that case.

Subsequent to the Injunction, the Land Board met on December 21, 2010 at a

2

regular meeting in Boise, Idaho. At that meeting, the Land Board voted to offer existing

3
4

Lessees of cottage sites a one-year lease under the terms and conditions of the

5

existing lease, including rent calculated at the 2.5% rate. The Land Board also

6

approved a second motion that cottage site leases be offered in 2012 for a ten-year

7

term, at a rental rate of 4% of current market value of the leased premises. Finally, the

8

Land Board voted to clarify that adoption of the second motion superseded the earlier

9

decision made by the Land Board on March 16, 2010.
10

Plaintiff Lessees filed

this lawsuit against the

Idaho

Board of Land

11

Commissioners and George Bacon, in his official capacity as Director of the Idaho

12

Department of Lands, for breaching Lessees' existing lease contracts with the

13
14

I Defendants and for committing statutory and constitutional violations.

Lessees allege

15

that the Defendants breached the terms of the leases when they imposed new leases

16

with new terms on the Lessees, in violation of the renewal provisions of the existing

17

leases. Lessees also allege that Defendants acted in violation of I.C. § 58-310A and

18

Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution when they imposed a new rent formula.

19

20

I

LEGAL STANDARD
Summary judgment will be granted only "if the pleadings, depOSitions, and

21

22
23

admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine
issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a

24

matter of law." J.R.C.P.56(c). When conSidering a summary judgment motion, the trial

25

court must construe the record liberally in favor of the non-moving party and draw alJ

26
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reasonable factual inferences in favor of such party. Bear Lake West Homeowner's
2

Ass'n. v. Bear Lake County, 118 Idaho 343, 346.796 P.2d 1016, 1019 (1990). The

3

motion will be denied if conflicting inferences may be drawn from the evidence or if

4

reasonable people might reach different conclusions. Parker v. Kokot, 117 Idaho 963,

5

793 P.2d 195 (1990).

6

The initial burden of establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact

7

rests with the moving party. Thomson v. Idaho Ins. Agency, Inc., 126 Idaho 527, 531.

8
9

887 P.2d 1034, 1038 (1994).

If the moving party meets that burden, the party who

resists summary judgment has the responsibility to place in the record before the court

10

the existence of controverted material facts that require resolution at trial. Sparks v. St.
11

12

Luke's Reg'l Med. Ctr., Ltd., 115 Idaho 505, 508, 768 P.2d 768, 771 (1988). The

13

resisting party may not rely on his pleadings or merely assert the existence of facts

14

which might support his legal theory. Id. He must establish the existence of those facts

15

by deposition, affidavit, or otherwise. !d.; I.R.C.P. 56(e).

16

affidavits must be made on personal knowledge and must set forth such facts as would

17

be admissible in evidence. I.R.C.P.56(e).

18

19

Supporting and opposing

A mere scintilla of evidence or a slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient to
withstand summary judgment. Corbridge v. Clark Equip. Co., 112 Idaho 85, 87, 730

20

24

proof at trial. Pounds v. Denison, 120 Idaho 425,426,816 P.2d 982, 983 (1991).

25

26
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DISCUSSION
1

2

Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims

3

The Plaintiffs argue that they are entitled to summary judgment on their breach

4

of contract claims because the Defendants have breached the renewal terms of the

5

Plaintiffs' cottage site leases. The Plaintiffs also argue that they are entitled to partial

6

summary judgment allowing them to elect their remedy in this matter, either: (1)

7

granting them specific performance to continue in possession of the leased premises

8

during the renewal period under the existing lease terms, including the rental rate
9

formula; or (2) allowing them to surrender possession of the leased premises and
10

directing the Defendants to pay the Plaintiffs compensation for the fair market value of
11

12

any improvements on the leased premises.

13

More specifically, the Plaintiffs argue that the leases unambiguously provide

14

Plaintiffs a right to renew the existing leases because although Section C.1.1 states that

15

renewals may be granted at the Lessor's discretion, Section K.1.4.b provides that

16

approval of a request for renewal shall not be unreasonably withheld. Furthermore. the

17
18

Plaintiffs cite numerous cases from other jurisdictions indicating that where a lease
covenant for renewal is general and does not state the terms of the renewal lease, the

19

new lease is to be upon the same terms and conditions as the old lease, including any
20

terms regarding rent. As such, it is the Plaintiffs' position that they should be allowed to
21
22

23

24
25

continue in possession of the leased premises during the renewal period under the
existing lease terms, including the rental rate formula.
The Defendants respond that the
to renew the

2001 leases do not grant the Plaintiffs a right

2001 leases at aJl, much less at the 2.5% lease rate. Rather, the 2001

26
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leases provide that a renewal "may be granted by the [Land Board}." According to the
2

Defendants, Section K.1.4 deals only with' the Land Board's responsibility for

3

purchasing improvements in the event that a lessee's lease-renewal application is

4

denied and says nothing about the Land Board's otherwise preserved discretion to

5

formulate the terms of the lease applied for. It is the Defendants' position that the Land

6

Board was merely trying to offer to renew the leases at a rental rate that the Land

7

8

Board thought would satisfy its constitutional and statutory responsibilities.
In addition, the Defendants argue that the interpretation of the 2001 leases

9

offered by the Plaintiffs would be contrary to Idaho law. The Defendants argue that the
10

Land Board has no authority to contractually agree to grant the lessees an automatic
11

12
13

right to renew at the existing rental rate because the Land Board is constitutionally
bound to lease the cottage sites "in such manner as will secure the maximum long-term

14

financial return." Idaho Const., Art. IX, § 8. The Defendants also point out the fact that

15

the Legislature has instructed the Land Board to charge "market rent" in accordance

16

with I.C. § 58-310A. Therefore, the Defendants are requesting summary judgment in

17

their favor on Counts I and II of the Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint.

18

The Defendants are also seeking summary judgment because the Plaintiffs'

19

exclusive remedy for reviewing the Land Board's decisions related to the cottage sites
20

is through a petition for judicial review under the APA.

The Plaintiffs' Amended

21
22
23

Complaint alleges that "[b]ased on the last correspondence Plaintiffs received from the
Department of Lands, dated March 31, 2010, which included a draft of the new lease,

24

Plaintiffs believe the renewal leases will contain new and different terms than those

25

contained in the current leases, including but not limited to the increased rental rate

26
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The Land Board's March 16, 2010 action has been

superseded by the motions approved at the December 21, 2010 meeting. Therefore,

3

the Defendants argue that the Plaintiffs' remedy, to the extent that they are aggrieved

4

by the Land Board's December action, Hes in an APA based judicial review proceeding

5

challenging the Land Board's December action.

6
7
8

The Plaintiffs respond that the Defendants are misconstruing the Plaintiffs'
breach of contract claims and that their claims do not fall under the APA. The Plaintiffs
argue that rather than challenging the administrative process leading to the Defendants'

9

decisions on December 21, 2010, their breach of contract claims are instead concerned
10

with the effect of those decisions on the Defendants' contracts with the Plaintiffs. More
11

12
13

specifically, the Plaintiffs argue that their contract claims are not challenging the validity
of the Land Board's actions and that the Land Board's December 21, 2010 decisions do

14

not constitute orders reviewable under the APA because those decisions did not

15

concern the lease rates that would be offered to specific individuals and therefore do

16

not constitute a reviewable order under the IAPA.

17
18

The Idaho Supreme Court has held that the Land Board "is an 'agency' as
defined by I.C. § 67-5201 (2) and the Rules of Practice and Procedure Before the State

19

Board of Land Commissioners." and that the Land Board's decisions are subject to
20

judicial review. Idaho Watersheds Project, Inc. v. State Bd. of Land Comm'rs. 128 Idaho
21
22

23
24

761.764.918 P.2d 1206, 1209 (1996). Furthermore, "[j]udicial review of agency action
shall be governed by the provisions of this chapter unless other provision of law is
applicable to the particular matter." I.C. § 67-5270(1).

25

26
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I.C, § 67-5201(3) defines "Agency action" as:
2

3
4

(a) The whole or part of a rule or order;
(b) the failure to issue a rule or order; or
(c) An agency's performance of, or failure to perform, any duty placed on
it by law.

5

As such, the Land Board's December 21, 2010 is subject to judicia! review
6

7

because it is an agency action that determined the rights of the cottage site Lessees.

8

See I.C. § 67-5201(12) (defining "Order" as "an agency action of particular applicability

9

that determines the legal rights. duties, privileges, immunities, or other legal interests of

10

one (1) or more specific persons.").

11

was the Land Board's performance of, or failure to perform. any duty placed on it by law

12

based on the mandates placed on the Land Board by Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho

13

Furthermore, the December 21, 2010, decision

Constitution and I.C. § 58-310A.

14

The Idaho Supreme Court has held that a party must exhaust administrative
15

remedies "before a district court has jurisdiction to decide constitutional issues." Lochsa
16
17

Faffs, L.L.C. v. State. 147 Idaho 232, 240, 207 P.3d 963, 971 (2009) (citing American

v. Idaho Dep't of Water Resources, 143 Idaho 862, 871, 154

18

Fafls Reservoir Dist. NO.2.

19

P.3d 433, 442 (2007)). The Idaho Supreme Court has also held that "in employment

20

actions tort claims must first be pursued through the administrative body." Nation v.

21

State, Dept. of Correction, 144 Idaho 177, 193, 158 P.3d 953. 969 (2007) (citing

22

Peterson v. City of Pocatello, 117 Idaho 234,236-38,786 P.2d 1136 (Ct. App. 1990)).

23

It logically follows that the doctrine of exhaustion should also apply where a party may

24

have both an administrative remedy under the APA and a claim for breach of contract
25

Here, the Plaintiffs have pled a cause of action that could have a potential
26
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remedy under either the APA or general contract principles. However, "important policy
considerations underlie the requirement for exhausting administrative remedies, such

2

3

as providing the opportunity for mitigating or curing errors without judicial intervention,

4

deferring to the administrative processes established by the Legislature and the

5

administrative body, and the sense of comity for the quasi-judicial functions of the

6

administrative body." White v. Bannock County Comm'rs, 139 Idaho 396, 401-02, 80

7

P.3d 332,337-38 (2003).

8

Based on these considerations the Plaintiffs should be required to exhaust their

9

administrative remedies before pursuing their breach of contract claims. Therefore, the
10

Court will grant the Defendants' Cross-Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re:
11

Contract Claims on Counts I and /I of the Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and require the

12

Plaintiffs to first pursue those claims under the Administrative Procedures Act.

13

Attorney General's Motion for Summary Judgment Re: Constitutionality of

14

I.C. § 58·310A
15

The Attorney General argues that I.C. § 58-310A is unconstitutional because the
16

statute permits the issuance of cottage site leases without resorting to conflict auctions,

17

18

which they contend are required for State land leases under Article IX, Section 8, of the

19

Idaho Constitution. The Plaintiffs respond that the Attorney General's Motion should be

20

denied because I.C. § 58-310A is capable of a constitutional interpretation and the

21
22

23

I

Attorney General has failed to overcome the very significant burden required for

demonstrating that a statute is unconstitutional on its face.
"A party may cha/fenge a statute as unconstitutional 'on its face' or 'as applied' to

24

the party's conduct." American Falls Reservoir Dist. No.2. v. Idaho Deptt of Water
25

Resources, 143 Idaho 862, 870, 154 P.3d 433. 441 (2007) (quoting State v. Korsen,
26
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"Generally, a facial challenge is

2

mutually exclusive from an as applied challenge." American Falls, 143 Jdaho at 870,

3

154 P.3d at 441 (citing Korsen 138 Idaho at 712, 69 P.3d at 132. "A facial challenge to

4

a statute or rule is 'purely a question of law.'" American Falls, 143 Idaho at 870. 154

5

P.3d at 441 (quoting State v. Cobb, 132 Idaho 195,197,969 P.2d 244,246 (1998)).

6

In order ''[f]or a facial constitutional challenge to succeed, the party must

7

demonstrate that the law is unconstitutional in all of its applications." American Falls,

8

143 Idaho at 870, 154 P.3d at 441 (citing Korsen 138 Idaho at 712,69 P.3d at 132)
9

(emphasis in original). "In other words, 'the challenger must establish that no set of
10

circumstances exists under which the [law] would be valid.''' American Falls, 143 Idaho
11

at 712, 69 P.3d at 132). "In

12

at 870, 154 P.3d at 441 (quoting Korsen 138 Idaho

13

contrast, to prove a statute is unconstitutional 'as applied', the party must only show

14

that, as applied to the defendant's conduct, the statute is unconstitutional." Id.

15

district court should not rule that a statute is unconstitutional 'as applied' to a particular

16

case until administrative proceedings have concluded and a complete record has been

17

"A

developed." American Falls, 143 Idaho at 870, 154 P.3d at 441 (citing I. C. § 67 ~5277).

18

Here, the Attorney General has challenged the constitutionality of I.C. § 58-310A on its

19

face. I.C. § 58-310 provides that:
20

Except as otherwise authorized in sections 58-310A and 58-31 DB, Idaho
Code:

21

22

(1) When two (2) or more persons apply to lease the same land, the
director of the department of lands, or his agent, shall, at a stated time,
and at such place as he may designate, auction off and lease the land to
the applicant who will pay the highest premium bid therefor, the annual
rental to be established by the state board of land commissioners.

23
24

25

I.C. § 58-31 OA(2) provides that:
26

I
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4

It is hereby declared that leases for single family, recreational cottage
sites and homesites shall not be subject to the conflict application and
auction provisions of sections 58-307 and 58~31 O. Idaho Code. The board
shall reject any and all pending and future conflict applications filed under
sections 58-307 and 58-310, Idaho Code, for single family, recreational
cottage site and homesite leases.

5

The Attorney General's position is that I.C. § 58-310A is unconstitutional on its

6

face because the statutory provision exempts the cottage sites from the public auction

7

requirement contained in Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution.

2

3

8

Article IX,

Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution provides that:

9

It shall be the duty of the state board of land commissioners to provide for
the location, protection, sale or rental of all the lands heretofore, or which
may hereafter be granted to or acquired by the state by or from the general
government, under such regulations as may be prescribed by law, and in
such manner as will secure the maximum long term financial return to the
institution to which granted or to the state if not specifically granted;
provided, that no state lands shall be sold for less than the appraised price.
No law shall ever be passed by the legislature granting any privileges to
persons who may have settled upon any such public lands, subsequent to
the survey thereof by the general government, by which the amount to be
derived by the sale, or other disposition of such lands, shall be diminished,
directly or indirectly. The legislature shall, at the earliest practicable period,
provide by law that the general grants of land made by congress to the state
shall be judiciously located and carefully preserved and held in trust, subject
to disposal at public auction for the use and benefit of the respective object
for which said grants of land were made ....

10

11

12
13
14

15

16
17

18
19

As a threshold issue, the Court must first determine whether the public auction

20

requirement contained in Article IX, Section 8 even applies to a lease of state lands. In

21

general, "the statutory rules of construction apply to the interpretation of constitutional

22

provisions." State ex reI. Kempthorne v. Blaine County, 139 Idaho 348, 350, 79 P.3d

23

707, 709 (2003) (citing Sweeney v. Otter, 119 Idaho 135, 138, 804 P.2d 308, 311

24

(1990); Lewis v. Woodall. 72 Idaho 16, 18,236 P.2d 91, 93 (1951); Higerv. Hansen, 67
25

26

I

I
I

I

Idaho 45, 52, 170 P.2d 411, 415 (1946)), Furthermore, H[C]ourts are obligated to seek
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an interpretation of a statute that upholds its constitutionality." Ada County Highway
2

Dist. v. Total Success Investments, LLC, 145 Idaho 360, 369, 179 P.3d 323, 332

3

(2008). As such, "any doubt concerning interpretation of a statute is to be resolved in

4

favor of that which will render the statute constitutional." Urban Renewal Agency of City

5

of Rexburg v. Hart, 148 Idaho 299, 222 P.3d 467 (2009) (quoting Olsen v. J.A.

6

Freeman Co., 117 Idaho 706,709,791 P.2d 1285, 1288 (1990».

7

The parties in this case have offered two possible interpretations of the term

8

"disposal" contained in Article IX, Section 8. If the term "disposal" includes leases, I.C.
9

§ 58-310A is unconstitutional on its face because it exempts the cottage sites from a
10

public auction.
11

If the term "disposal" does not include leases, I.C. § 58-310A is

12

constitutional unless the Attorney General can establish that no set of circumstances

13

exists under which the conflict auction exemption contained in I.C. § 58-310A could

14

possibly "secure the maximum long term financial return" on the cottage site leases.

15

As stated previously. Article IX, Section 8 provides that state endowment lands

16

must be "carefully preseNed and held in trust, subject to disposal at public auction .... "

17
18

The Courts understanding of the term "disposal" in that context is that state land is only
disposed of when it is no longer being preseNed and held in trust.

"A lease is a

19

particular kind of contract wherein (generally) a leasehold interest in realty is given in
20

return for a promise to pay rent periodically." Krasselt v. Koester, 99 Idaho 124, 125,
21

22

578 P.2d 240. 241 (1978). A lessee has both contract rights and a limited ownership

23

interest in the real property. Id. Although the cottage sites at issue in this case have

24

been leased, those lands are still being preseNed and held in trust which means that

25

they have not been disposed of. Furthermore, the plain meaning of the term "disposal"

26
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does not encompass partial conveyances of real property such as leases.

Therefore,

the Court will find that public auctions are not required for leases of public lands

2
3

because the term "disposal" contained in Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution

4

does not include leases.

5

Having determined that leased public lands are not subject to the mandatory

6

public auction requirement for the disposal of public lands under Article IX, Section 8,

7 1

the Court must still address the issue of whether there is any set of circumstances

8

under which not subjecting the cottage sites to a conflict auction could still result in

9

securing "the maximum long term financial return" on the cottage site leases for the
10

beneficiaries of those state endowment lands.
11

12

The Attorney General relies heavily on three cases that are referred to as the

13

Idaho Watershed cases for his argument that I.e. § 58-310A is unconstitutional. Idaho

14

Watershed I was decided in 1996 and addressed the issue of whether the Land Board

15

was permitted under I.C. § 58-310B to award a grazing rights to an applicant who did

16

not bid at the statutorily required conflict auction. Idaho Watersheds Project, Inc. v.

17

State Bd. of Land Comm'rs ("IWP

18

n. 128 Idaho 761,766,918 P.2d 1206,1211 (1996).

I. C. § 58-31 OB included an additional factor in the award of grazing leases and that was

19

the interests of the State of Idaho in general, which went well beyond the provisions of
20

Article IX, Section 8 provisions for specific beneficiaries. In that case, the Idaho
21

22
23

Supreme Court held that while the Land Board had broad discretion to determine what
constituted the maximum long term financial return for schools, the Board did not have

24

the legal ability to reject the sole bid placed at a conflict auction and grant the lease to

25

someone who appeared but did not bid. See id. at 765-66,918 P.2d at 1210-11.

26
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The Attorney General focuses on a concluding sentence in that decision that
2

states that "[t]he Board does not have the discretion to grant a lease to an applicant

3

who does not place a bid at an auction, based upon Idaho's constitutional and statutory

4

mandate that the Board conduct an auction."

5

Constitution does not appear to have been necessary to the Court's ultimate

6

determination in that case. The Court's holding was based primarily on I.C. § 58-310B

7

and at no point in the decision did the Court hold that any lease of state lands must be

8

This limited reference to the Idaho

subject to public auction in order to secure the maximum long term financial return.

9

The Attorney General also relies on East Side Blaine County Live Slock Ass'n v.
10

State Bd. of Land Comm'rs for similar reasons. In East Side, a state statute provided
11

12

that jf two or more individuals applied to lease the same grazing land, a conflict auction

13

would be held and the lease would be offered to the highest bidder. 34 Idaho 807 813-

14

14,198 P. 760, 761 (1921). However. the Land Board awarded the grazing lease to a

15

company without holding an auction.

16
17

18

f

The Attorney General relies on a genera! statement in East Side to the effect that
the Idaho Constitution and statutes require the Land Board to offer leases to the
highest bidder. As with lWP I, the statutorily created auction requirement distinguishes

19

that case from this case, which is only dealing with the constitutionality of I.C. § 5820

310A. The Court's analysis in East Side repeatedly refers to the statutory basis for the
21

22
23

auction requirement, making the constitutional references unnecessary to the holding in
that case.

24

In IWP JII, the Idaho Supreme Court held that I.C. § 58-310B's express direction

25

to the Land Board to consider the interests of the State in general, in addition to the

26
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public lands beneficiaries, was in violation of Article IX, Section 8's directive to
2

maximize long term financial returns to the beneficiaries. Idaho Watersheds Project v.

3

State Bd. of Land Commrs {"IWP 1/1"), 133 Idaho 64, 67, 982 P.2d 367, 370 (1999).

4

I The Attorney General relies on fWP III for the proposition that the Land Board cannot

5

take action for the benefit of anyone other than the beneficiaries of the public lands.

6

Although that general proposition is true, it is important to note the significant

7

differences between I.C. § 58-310A and I.C. § 58-310B.

8

I.C. § 58-310B dealt specifically with grazing leases instead of cottage site

9

leases, and required grazing leases to be subject to conflict auctions, rather than
10

exempting them.

Furthermore, I.C. § 58-310B directed the Land Board to consider

11

12

certain criteria before awarding a grazing lease, including directing the Land Board to
Conversely, I.C. § 58-310A

13

make decisions that benefited the State in general. Id.

14

does not contain any unconstitutional provision that requires the Land Board to

15

consider any criteria other than securing the maximum long term financial return for the

16

beneficiaries. It is important to note that IWP 11/ does not stand for the proposition that

17

18

allowing for leases of public lands without public auctions cannot possibly secure

I maximum

long term financial return. The key to the Courts holding in IWP 11/ was that

19

"[b]y attempting to promote funding for the schools and the state through the leasing of
20

the school endowment lands, I.C. § 58-310B violates the requirements of Article IX, §
21
22

23

8," Id.
Finally, in IWP JI, the Idaho Supreme Court invalidated a voter-approved ballot

24

measure

because

it was

impermissibly combined

25

amendments, in violation of another provision in the Idaho Constitution. See Idaho

26
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Watersheds Project v. Marvel ("fWP II'), 133 Idaho 55, 59, 982 P.2d 358, 362 (1999).
2
3

4
5

6
7
8

One of the proposed amendments sought to change the word "disposal" to "sale" in
Article IX, Section 8.

The Attorney General contends that the fact such a ballot

Imeasure was proposed evidences that people generally understood the word "disposal"
Ito include leases.
However, the Appendix to IWP /I only serves to demonstrate that the term
"disposal" is ambiguous, which is an issue that this Court has already addressed. The
Statements for the Proposed Amendments stated that U[c]hanging the word 'disposal' to

9

'sale' is necessary to clarify ambiguous terms." Id. at 63, 982 P.2d at 366.

The

10

Statements Against the Proposed Amendments stated that "[tJhe word 'disposal' may
11
12

13

be ambiguous, but should remain open to different interpretations as time and
circumstances require.,,1 Id. at 64,982 P.2d at 367.

14

In reviewing the relevant case law on the issue of whether I.C. § 58-310A is

15

constitutional, it is clear that the Idaho Supreme Court has never determined whether it

16

is possible for leases of public lands to secure maximum long term financial return for

17
18

the endowment lands' beneficiaries without subjecting the leases to a public auction
requirement.

There is nothing in I.C. § 58-310A that prevents the Land Board from

19

utilizing current fair market value and determining a rate of return that secures
20

maximum long term financial return for the designated beneficiaries.

As such, the

21
22
23

question that the Court returns to is whether it is possible to construe I.C. § 58-31OA in
a manner that will render the statute constitutional on its face.

24
25
26

I The Statements Against the Proposed Amendments also state that "[a]lthough the word 'disposal' has
historically been interpreted to mean 'sale: the definition of 'disposal' is still disputed."
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I.C. § 58-310A does not require impermissible considerations such as I.C. § 58310B required, Furthermore. it is possible that the Land Board could secure maximum
2

3

long term financial return for the endowment lands beneficiaries as mandated under

4

Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution without subjecting the cottage site leases

5

to a public auction based on the unique nature of the cottage sites. Based on these

6

considerations, the Attorney General has not demonstrated that I.C, § 58-310A is

7

unconstitutional in all of its applications or that no set of circumstances exists under

8

9

which I.C. § 58-310A would be valid.

Therefore. the Court will deny the Attorney

General's Motion for Summary Judgment Re: Constitutionality of I.C. § 58-310A

10

because I.C. § 58-310A is constitutional on its face.
11

CONCLUSION
12

13
14

The Court DENIES the Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re:
Contract Claims; GRANTS the Defendants' Cross-Motion for Partial Summary

15

Judgment Re: Contract Claims; and DENIES the Attorney General's Motion for

16

Summary Judgment Re: Constitutionality of I.C, § 58-310A

17

DATED this

L

day of June 2011.

18
19

20

;' MICHAEL MCLAUGHy N
DISTRICT JUDGE-- /

21

22
23
24

25
26
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702 W Idaho,Ste 700
PO Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 395-8585
Charles 8.lempesis
ATIORNEY AT LAW

W 201 7th Ave
Post Falls, 1083854
Fax: (208) 773-1044

13

Menyn W. Clark
14

HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP

877 W Main St, Ste 1000
15

PO Box 1617

16

Boise, ID 83701-1617
Fax: (208) 954-5210

17

18

Clay R. Smith
IDAHO ATIORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE

19

954 W Jefferson, 2nd Fir
PO Box 83720

20

Boise, ID 83720-0010
Fax: (208) 854-8073
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22
23

24
25

ARCHIE N. BANBURY
Clerk of the District Court

BY.{)~ m ~'1fJ
U
Deputy Clerk
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